
6.877: Computational Evolutionary Biology
Lecture 2: Climbing Mt. Improbable
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Q: What role does
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Fisher’s proof of mud slides

x =  1st parent's deviation from mean

y =  2nd parent's deviation from mean

variance = E(x
2
)

var 1
2 (x + y) = E[{ 1

2 (x + y)}2] =
E[ 14 (x2 + 2xy + y2)] =
E[ 14 (x2 + y2)] = E[ 14 (x2 + x2)] = E[ 14 (2x2)] =
1
2E[x2]

The forces of evolution: a dynamical system model 
for computing a new state from the current state

•Statics: what’s the model if we are at equilibrium – there are no 
forces acting? (And: what assumptions are required to maintain 
equilibrium?)

•Dynamics: what’s the F=ma analog so we can compute p! from p? 

Mendelian genetics terminology review for “Evolutionary first 
law” (Hardy-Weinberg equillibrium)

• Gene or locus: 

• Classical genetic: Chromosomal region to which a phenotypic mutation can be 
mapped

Molecular: Open reading frame and associated regulatory elements

Evolutionary: A stretch of hereditary material sufficiently small such that it is 
not broken up by recombination, and which can be acted on by natural 
selection

• Allele: One of two or more possible forms of a gene (locus)

• Genotype: The total complement of alleles present in an organism

• Allozyme: distinct protein form, corresponding to an allele

• Polymorphism: (Ford, 1940) working definition – a less common allele with a 
frequency > 1% (e.g., a mutation that has become common) within a species

• Example: red hair color MC1R loss-of-function allele (the only pigmentation 
gene so far identified in human that explains substantial phenotypic 
variance
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Human Population Genetics

Lecture 4

Mutation and genetic drift: the neutral model 

for population diversity

You can download a copy of these slides 

from http://www.stats.ox.ac.uk/~harding

Revision from Lecture 3

•F : probability that two alleles of a gene are identical by 
descent (IBD).

•F due to mating between close relatives can be 
calculated from pedigrees.

• The inbreeding effect due to population structure, 
quantified by FST emerges when allele frequencies vary 
between subpopulations.

FST = (HT - HS) / HT

FST = 2!2/2p.q

•A pair of alleles sampled from a population will escape 
being IBD only if they escape the effects of mating with 
close relatives and, independently, if they escape the 
cumulative inbreeding effects due to population structure.

_ _

Questions raised in this lecture:

• What is neutral variation?

• Why do selectively neutral 
polymorphisms vary in frequency 
between populations and over time?

• How can we model genetic drift?

• Why is genetic drift more important for 
small populations than for large 
populations?

• What is effective population size?

Revision from Prelim lectures: 

Polymorphism

• A working definition for polymorphism: the less common 
allele has a population frequency >1%, (>5% is an 
alternative, equally arbitrary cutoff).

• Originally defined by E. B. Ford (a famous ecological 
geneticist) in the 1940s as the co-occurrence in the 
same locality, of two or more discontinuous forms of a 
species, in such proportions that the rarest of them 
cannot be maintained by recurrent mutation.

• In most human populations albinism is maintained by 
recurrent mutation at low frequency, and is not 
considered a polymorphism.

• The co-occurrence of sickle-cell alleles with normal "-
globin alleles, which occurs in many African 
populations, is an example of polymorphism. 

Substantial diversity is probably 

selectively neutral

• The possibility that protein variability might be selectively neutral was first 
suggested by Kimura (1968) and King & Jukes (1969).

• DNA provides evidence for abundant neutral (or, nearly neutral) variation.

• Potential for selectively equivalent alleles at the DNA level: 

– redundancy in the genetic code (amino-acids that can be encoded by 
2-6 different codons)

– introns

– intergenic ‘junk’ DNA

100 kb from chromosome 16 around the MC1R gene

MC1R: melanocortin 1 receptor

AUG Met (M) 

AUA  Ile (I)    

AUC                

AUU

GCG Ala (A)  

GCA               

GCC                

GCU

GUG Val (V)   

GUA           

GUC             

GCU             

Potential for neutral variation
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Neutral variation may include 

polymorphisms that influence phenotype 

• The red hair phenotype is usually 
due to inheritance of a 
homozygous genotype for two 
(recessive) non-functional alleles 
at the Melanocortin 1 receptor 
(MC1R) gene

• MC1R is a pigmentation gene -
so far the only gene known to 
explain substantial phenotypic 
variance in humans, specifically 
in hair colour.

• Polymorphism at the DNA level 
appears to be neutral.

Evolution of neutral 

polymorphisms

• For neutral polymorphisms: probability of 
reproductive success (fitness) is not influenced 
by inherited differences ! all differences in 
reproductive success are due to random factors.

• Allele frequencies of neutral polymorphisms vary 
over time.

• Why? GENETIC DRIFT

• Genetic drift leads to allele frequencies that vary 
between populations: 0 < FST < 1 and eventually 
to loss (0%) or fixation (100%) of alleles when 
FST = 1.

Inbreeding coefficient, FK, for 

offspring of cousin marriage

"3"4"1"2

"2"4"2"3"-"- "-"-

"-"2 "2-"-

"2"2

CA
"2

prob("2"2) =

(1/2x1/2x1/2)x(1/2x1/2x1/2)= 1/64

K

FK = 

prob("2"2)+

prob("1"1)+

prob("3"3)+

prob("4"4)

FK = 4/64 = 1/16

Homozygosity due to 

IBD

A gene pool model for genetic drift

• Assume neutrality

• Consider a single gene locus. If the gene 

is diploid there are 2N copies of the 

gene.

• Specify a finite population N that:

– remains constant in size over time

– in which generations are non-overlapping 

– in which replacement is by random sampling

– in which mating is random

Modelling Genetic Drift as random 

sampling in a finite population
The probability of IBD between a 

random pair of gene copies

• In the previous figure, each copy of the gene is labelled 
from "1 to "20.

• Draw a copy of the gene from the gene pool randomly.  
It’s label doesn’t matter. 

• Randomly draw a second copy from the gene pool.

• The probability that the second copy is a replica of the 
first is:  1/(2N). 

• Let p = 1/(2N).  p + q = 1

• The probability that a randomly drawn pair of alleles is 
not IBD is:  q = 1 – 1/(2N). 

For 2N=20, prob(IBD) = p = 1/(2N) = 0.05                         

prob(not IBD) = q         = 0.95

An example of a human gene variant with phenotypic effect
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Figure 2 Schematic of FOXP2 (adapted with permission from Lai et al. [2001]). Numbers in black indicate exon numbers. Numbers in
grey indicate intron numbers as used in table 3. All exons are shown to scale. Introns are shown to scale with each other, and the sizes of all
introns 15 kb are given in brackets (in kb). Positions of all microsatellites and SNPs used for association analysis are indicated by arrows, and
distances (in kb) are given from the nearest coding exon. Exons 5 and 6 contain a polyglutamine encoding tract; exons 12–14 contain the
forkhead (fox) domain; exons 3a and 3b are alternatively spliced; the KE mutation is found in exon 14; the CS translocation breakpoint is
between exon 3b and exon 4.

notype is characterized by severe orofacial dyspraxia,
which impedes complex articulatory movement, accom-
panied by extreme impairments in both expressive and
receptive language skills. There is also evidence of non-
verbal deficits in some individuals (Vargha-Khadem et al.
1995). Although the affected members of the KE family
show no autistic features and do not meet strict diagnostic
criteria for SLI, the overlap between the SPCH1 and
AUTS1 loci raised the question of whether a single gene
on 7q might be involved in both autism and SLI (Folstein
and Mankoski 2000). Such a hypothesis is strengthened
by cytogenetic studies of individuals with chromosome 7
abnormalities (fig. 1). Ashley-Koch et al. (1999) described
a family with a pericentric inversion of the long arm of
chromosome 7 (inv[7][q22-q31.2]), transmitted from an
unaffected mother to all three of her children. Interest-
ingly, two of the three siblings in this family were affected
by autism, and the third presented with a severe expres-
sive-language disorder. Vincent et al. (2000) characterized
a translocation transmitted from an unaffected mother to
an autistic child (t[7;13][q31.2;q21]) and mapped the
breakpoint within a highly conserved, brain-expressed
gene of unknown function (RAY1) between markers
D7S2460 and D7S633. Warburton et al. (2000) described
two unrelated individuals, one with autism and a second
with a severe expressive-language impairment, both of
whom showed de novo abnormalities involving break-
points on chromosome 7q31 (inv[7][p12.2;q31.3] and
t[2;7][p23;q31.3], respectively). Finally, Lai et al. (2001)
described a child (referred to as “CS”) affected by a severe
orofacial dyspraxia and language deficits similar to those
seen in the KE family, with a de novo translocation
(t[5;7][q22;q31.2]) mapping to the SPCH1 region.

Recently, the gene mutated in the KE family was iden-
tified as FOXP2 (MIM 605317) (Lai et al. 2001). The
FOX genes encode a large family of transcription fac-
tors, all of which possess a winged-helix—or forkhead

box (“fox”)—DNA-binding domain. The known se-
quence of FOXP2, as reported by Lai et al. (2001), is
organized into 19 exons (2 of which are alternatively
spliced), and the major splice form encodes a 715-residue
protein containing a characteristic fox domain (exons
12–14) and a 40-residue polyglutamine tract (exons 5
and 6). The polyglutamine repeat is encoded by a mix-
ture of CAG and CAA codons and has been demon-
strated to be stable in normal individuals (Lai et al.
2001). The mutation identified in the KE family is a GrA
transition in exon 14 that cosegregates with the speech
and language disorder in the KE pedigree. This nonsyn-
onymous change results in an arginine-to-histidine sub-
stitution at a highly conserved residue within the fox
domain (Lai et al. 2001). Furthermore, the FOXP2 gene
was directly disrupted by the chromosomal breakpoint
of the unrelated translocation patient, CS. Lai et al.
(2001) suggested that the KE and CS phenotypes may
be caused by haploinsufficiency of FOXP2 at a key stage
of embryogenesis, which results in the abnormal devel-
opment of neural structures important for speech and
language.

Clearly, there is strong support for the role of chro-
mosome 7q31 in the etiology of both autism and lan-
guage disorders. However, questions remain with regard
to the relevance of FOXP2 within more common and
genetically complex forms of language impairment, and
it is still a matter of debate as to whether the phenotypic
and genetic overlaps between autism and SLI are caused
by the same or by different loci. The present study there-
fore presents the characterization of FOXP2 within sam-
ples of patients with SLI and autism, with two aims. The
first is to assess the relevance of the FOXP2 gene within
forms of language impairment more common than those
found in the KE family and in the translocation patient
CS, and the second is to directly evaluate the hypothesis
that the overlap in SPCH1 and AUTS1 mapping da-

http://www.ornl.gov/sci/techresources/Human_Genome/graphics/slides/talks.shtml

Variation at all levels

What’s a gene?

Locus

= alleles

A,a = different forms of the same gene, or “alleles”
p,q = frequencies of these alleles
two chromosomes in each eukaryotic cell - diploid - so possible 
genotypes are:
 AA = homozygote A
 Aa = heterozygote A,a
 aa = homozygote a

How do we differ? – Let me count the ways

• Single nucleotide polymorphisms

– 1 every few hundred bp, mutation rate* ! 10-9

• Short indels (=insertion/deletion)

– 1 every few kb, mutation rate v. variable

• Microsatellite (STR) repeat number

– 1 every few kb, mutation rate " 10-3

• Minisatellites

– 1 every few kb, mutation rate " 10-1

• Repeated genes

– rRNA, histones

• Large inversions, deletions

– Rare, e.g. Y chromosome

TGCATTGCGTAGGC

TGCATTCCGTAGGC

TGCATT---TAGGC

TGCATTCCGTAGGC

TGCTCATCATCATCAGC

TGCTCATCA------GC

!100bp

1-5kb

*per generation

Copyright: Gilean McVean, 2001 9

Serological techniques for detecting 

variation

Human

Rabbit

A

A B AB O

Polymorphic blood groups in the 

white English population (no. types)

ABO (4) Kidd (3)

Rh (7) Dombrock (2)

MNS (6) Auberger (2)

P (3) Xg (2)

Secretor (2) Sd (2)

Duffy (3) Lewis (2)

Pr{2 people same blood type} ! 3 in 10,000
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Starch or agar gel

Direction of travel

Polymorphism = 0.75

Heterozygosity = 0.30

PGM 6PGD

!GPDGPI
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The phylogenetic distribution of

allozyme variation

Plants

Drosophila

Other insects

Land snails

Fishes

Amphibians

Reptiles

Birds

Other mammals

Humans

0 1.0

Polymorphism

Humans Polymorphism = 0.31

Heterozygosity = 0.06

Two haploid genomes are expected to differ at c. 6,000 loci

Copyright: Gilean McVean, 2001 19

Patterns of variation at the DNA level

• Synonymous & nonsynonymous mutations

• Nucleotide variation v. protein variation?

Arg Gln Val 

AGA CAA GTA

AGA CAG GTA

Arg Gln Val

Arg Gln Val 

AGA CAA GTA

CAG CGA GTA

Arg Arg Val

D. simulans !total = 0.010 per site

!silent = 0.038

!noncoding = 0.023

1%0.1%Nucleotide

14%6%Allozyme

D. melanogasterHumans

1. The number of alleles at a locus

2. The frequency of alleles at the locus

3. The frequency of genotypes at the locus (not the same as 2!)

Alleles & genotypes: Genetic composition of a 
population…has 3 components

AA Aa aa
Population 1 50 0 50
Population 2 25 50 25

freq(A)=0.5 in both;
but when can we compute genotype freqs from allele freqs?



The first law: Hardy-Weinberg equillibrium - 8 
assumptions!

1. Genotype frequencies are the same in both males and females

2. Genotypes mate at random with respect to their genotyhpe at this 
particular locus

3. Meiosis is fair

4. No input of new genetic material (no mutation, migration)

5. Population is of arbitrarily large size s.t. actual frequency of matings is 
equal to their expected frequency, and the actual frequency of offspring 
from each mating is equal to the Mendelian expectations

6. All matings produce the same # of offspring, on average

7. Generations do not overlap

8. There are no differences among genotypes in pr of survival (no selection)

diploid Adults, generation n
freq A = p = 0.6, 
freq a = q = 0.4

gametes

p2

q2

p q

pq

pq

p2= 0.36

Under Mendelism (particulate inheritance)
•Gene frequencies remain constant
•Genotype freqs remain constant (after one 
round of mating)
“objects at rest remain at rest”

2pq=  0.48 
q2 =   0.16 

5 AA 2 Aa 3 aa

0.6 0.4

1/2

1/2

0.6 A

0.4 a

Variance maintained

H-W 

1. If assumptions #1-#8 are true, then equations must be true

2. If genotypes are in H-W proportions, then one or more of assumptions 
#1-#8 may still be violated

3. If genotypes are not in H-W proportions, one or more of Assumptions 
#1-#8 must be false

freq(AA in zygotes) = p2

freq(Aa in zygotes) = 2pq
freq(aa in zygotes) = q2

An example: testing whether a population is in H-W 
equillibrium

Data: 1000 individuals
90 are AA
420 are Aa
490 are aa
Q: is this population in H-W equillibrium?

Step 1: calculate allele frequencies.
 freq A allele = total # A alleles/total # alleles = (90*2+420)/2000 = 0.3
 freq a allele = 1-0.3 = 0.7, i.e., (490*2+420)/2000
Step 2: calculate genotype frequencies.
 p = freq AA = 90/1000 = 0.09; freq Aa = 420/1000 = 0.42; q = freq aa =   
 490/1000=0.49
Step 3: calculate expected H-W genotype proportions, in ratio p2: 2pq : q2

 p2= 0.32= 0.09
 2pq = 2 x 0.3 x 0.7 = 0.42
 q2= 0.72 = 0.49



The genetics of natural selection: the simplest case

• Which H-W assumptions involve selection?
Assumption # 3: Meiosis is fair. 
But: suppose the alleles are not
equally frequent in gametes produced. Example: t-allele in mouse, 95% in 
heterozygotes.  Or: gamete competition (sperm, pollen)

Assumption #6: All matings produce the same # of offspring. But: suppose # 
offspring depends on maternal genotype or parental genotype, or both – fertility 
selection

Assumption #8: Survival does not depend on genotype.
But: suppose prob of survival from zygote to adult depends on genotype – 
viability selection

The algebra of viability selection - J.B.S. Haldane, 1924
1 gene in 2 different forms (alleles)

w11 p2 w12 2pq w22 q2

genotype

frequency

after
selection

relative
fitness

AA Aa aa

p2 q22pq

w11 w12 w22

survivors

Intuitively, w is a ‘growth rate’ – the expectation that an individual with a 
particular genotype will survive and reproduce – factor altering H-W proportions

Note that if Nt = # before selection, the total # after selection is: 
Nt+1 = w̄Nt where
w̄ = w11p2 + w122pq + w22q2

w11 p2 w12 2pq w22 q2

genotype

frequency

after
selection

relative
fitness

AA Aa aa

p2 q22pq

w11 w12 w22

What is the average (marginal) fitness of A’s?

w∗
1 = P (paired with another A)w11 + P (paired with an a)w12=

w∗
1 = pw11 + qw12 or if just 2 alleles:

w∗
1 = pw11 + (1− p)w12

This is the expectation that A will survivew∗
1

Two allele case: we can now calculate p – p! i.e., the 
change in allele frequency, or evolution

In this generation, freq A = pt = # A’s/total # alleles
In next generation, freq A = pt+1 = expected # A survivors/total expected #
survivors
Expected # A’s = w∗

1nA

Expected # all alleles = w̄ntotal

pt+1 = w∗
1nA

w̄ntotal
= ptw

∗
1

w̄

pt+1 − pt = ptw
∗
1

w̄ − ptw̄
w̄

Think about what this means: what if w1 is greater than average fitness? Less?

!p = pt(w
∗
1−w̄)
w̄



To derive the rest of the ‘jet fuel’ formula

Substitute: w̄ = pw∗
1 + (1− p)w∗

2

!p = pt(w
∗
1−w̄)
w̄

!p = pt(w
∗
1−pw∗

1−(1−p)w∗
2 )

w̄ or

!p = p(1−p)(w∗
1−w∗

2 )
w̄

Now note that derivative of w̄ wrt p (assuming what?) can
now be calculated from:
w̄ = w11p2 + p(1− p)w12 + (1− p2)w22 as:

d(w̄)
dp

= 2pw11 + 2w12 − 4pw12 − 2w22 + 2pw22

= 2[pw11 + (1− p)w12]− 2[pw12 + (1− p)w22]
= 2(w∗

1 − w∗
2)

!p = p(1−p)
2

d ln(w̄)
dp

Sewall Wright’s adaptive landscape:
Understanding the formula

w }
direction

mean fitness

!p = p(1−p)
2

d ln(w̄)
dp

Some dissection…

Variance component of allele A
within genotype

Why variance?  Draw from pool 
of A, a gametes many many 
times: binomial sampling – 
frequency of A within a genotype 
is either 1, 1/2, or 0; variance is
p(1-p)/2 (“heterozygosity”)

!p = p(1−p)
2

d(w̄)
w̄dp

Slope of fitness function divided
by mean population fitness – a 
potential function?


